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ABSTRACT: although cloud is a new model of computing with a lot of benefits, it has difficult challenges 

that should be resolved to enhance the performance of cloud environment. The most important from these 

challenges are related to power consumption, load balancing management, fault tolerance and different security 

issues. In this research, the essential interest is the cloud computing fault tolerance based on balancing the load. 

Load balancing is used for distributing the work load among various virtual machines (VMs) of the cloud to 

prevent from the situation where some of the resources are heavily loaded and others resources are unemployed. 

There is also a necessity and a growing demand for fault tolerance to fulfill the availability and reliability 

because the user's services are processed remotely on cloud resources. This scenario may results in more 

chances of errors and missing control over cloud VMs. The main goal of this research is proposing a hill-

climbing scheduling algorithm based on adaptive virtual machine (VM) reliability and load balancing.  

Experimental results clarifies that the proposed hill-climbing algorithm increases overall performance by 

reducing the degree of imbalancing between available VMs, and distributes the tasks on the ready VMs based its 

reliability 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Distributed systems such as grids and clouds computing direct towards a ubiquitous infrastructure that 

associates scientific applications with inexpensive, consistent, multiple and dependable computational 

capabilities. Allocating the scientific applications to cloud resources is considered a challenging problem [1]. The 

specific goals such as makespan or economic cost in market-oriented clouds should be optimized, besides that 

storage requirements and execution constraints must be fulfilled [2]. The cloud computing expands scalable 

virtual resources dynamically as services to users on demand [3]. Consumers can to run applications and access 

data from a cloud everywhere [4]. The cloud’s users should feel that the cloud resources is powerful and available 

every time. Using cloud infrastructure for many users and high enterprises leads to increase the errors occasion 

[5]. Moreover the cloud resources are remotely controlled from who demand the services. Many applications that 

depend on cloud are significant systems that relies on fault tolerance.  These application need properly running by 

vanishing the faults that results in deterioration [6]. From these reasons, efficient scheduling algorithm by letting 

unused VMs in plan, dividing the total load on available VMs and tolerating the faults is necessary.  

The tasks on cloud computing can be categorized into batch mode or on-line mode. The first mode 

means that the requests are collected after that the scheduler try to possibly make better decision of allocation. 

The second mode means when a task comes, it is instantly mapped to a suitable VM. In this method, the arrival 

time of the tasks is very critical. [7]. in this paper, a hill-climbing for online tasks based on VMs reliability and 

load balancing is proposed. The proposed hill-climbing algorithm can find functional VM mapping for incoming 

task by adapting the reliability and the load of the running VMs. The proposed scheduling strategy based hill-

climbing algorithm is implemented on CloudSim. Obtained results confirm that, the proposed hill-climbing 

overcomes other common methods in this area. The rest paper regulation is as follows: Section II overviews the 

cloud environment and some of the important related work in this direction. The standard hill-climbing and 

related work are covered in section III. In section IV, the details about the proposed hill-climbing based on load 
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balancing and reliability are presented. Section V browses the implementation and simulation results.  Finally, the 

conclusion is extracted in section VI. 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING AND REALTED WORK 

A. Cloud Computing 

High-performance data centers of cloud computing have been quickly rising, both in capability and 

number and its users should pay only for using the services like electricity service. Task scheduling is a cloud hot 

topic research that allocate and maps tasks to suitable resources [8]. The prime differences between cloud and 

grid is that cloud depends on virtualization and flexibility for its resources. All cloud resources are virtualized and 

providing transparency [9]. On one side, the efficiency of load balancing will directly have an influence on the 

performance of the whole cloud environment. Enhancing of Load balancing methods are necessary to ensure the 

system stability, decrease makespan time, minimize network overhead, minimize energy that go hand in hand 

with the costs and capitalize resource utilization [10].  On the other side, the latency of VMs is undetermined and 

may be altered over the time [11]. The consumers of cloud’s services may also miss the control over the 

computation points. They do not know where their tasks are going to be processed. The current scheduling 

algorithms of cloud, take into account one from various parameters like resource utilization, cost, fault tolerance 

etc. [8]. In this research, the proposed hill-climbing algorithm takes into account load balancing and adaptive 

reliability assessment of VMs to achieve high utilizing for available resources, and gain a high satisfaction from 

users.  

B. Related Work 

Cloud scheduling can be classified into user level that handles the service provision and system level 

that handles cloud’s resources management [2]. Join-shortest-queue that is abbreviated to JSQ and Join-Idle-

Queue that is abbreviated to JIQ assign incoming jobs to machines to minimize the average length for each queue 

at each machine [12, 13]. The stochastic-hill-climbing (SHC) proposed in [10] used for mapping incoming jobs 

on VMs. In this method, a local optimization approach stochastic hill-climbing is implemented for allocation 

process. The mechanism that develops two levels scheduling that is proposed in [14] considers into account the 

load balancing. It can encounter user's needs based on raising resource utilization. The MACO algorithm that is 

proposed in [7] is aimed to increment scheduling throughput, manage all the varied requests according to 

different available resources in a cloud, and minimize jobs’s makespan. It assigns tasks based on modified version 

from ACO. The MaxRe algorithm in [15] is a fault tolerant scheduling approach.  It considers the reliability for 

active replication schema. The Reinforcement Learning (RL) based algorithm is proposed in [16] to obtain a 

fault-tolerable scheduling and maximizing utilities. The scheduling algorithm in [17] considers multi-goal 

metaheuristics.  This algorithm is used to achieve application high-availability and to minimize the application 

cost. The AFTRC model proposed in [11] depends on cloud VMs adaptive reliability assessment for handling real 

time applications. The AFTRC word is abbreviation for “Adaptive Fault Tolerance in Real-time Cloud 

computing”. This model tries to tolerate the faults based on each VM’s reliability. A VM is selected to be 

allocated based on its reliability and can be replaced if does not work well. The RA module in this model, is the 

main part that handles each VM’s reliability.  If the VM produces the desired result in time, its reliability will be 

incremented and if the VM go wrong to produce the desired result its reliability decremented.  The proposed hill-

climbing relies on AFTRC model for adaptive reliability assessment of VMs. 

III. HILL-CLIMBING AND RELATED WORK 

Hill-climbing algorithm is the most general technique from meta-heuristic techniques. It is a perfect 

approach for manipulating NP-hard problems [18]. Hill-climbing is the optimization technique from local search 

family. It is a repeated method that begins with a random solution to a problem, then tries to obtain a better 

solution by incrementally changing single part of this solution. If this modification creates a better solution, a 

progressive change is made to the new solution, repeatedly until no further improvements can be obtained [19]. 

Pseudo code of standard hill-climbing algorithm is shown below in Fig. 1. It is shown from Fig. 1 that standard 

hill-climbing algorithm is an iterative loop that repeatedly moves in the guidance of mounting value, which is 

uphill. It stops when it reaches a peak where no higher value or arrives to a stopping criteria. The advantage of 

standard hill-climbing algorithm is the utilization of favorable feedback mechanism. The disadvantage is the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_search_(optimization)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incremental_heuristic_search
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stagnation behavior which means that all individuals found the same solution and converge to local optimal 

solution [18, 19]. 

 

Input: Stopping condition, problem size  

Current = RandomSolution(ProblemSize)  

While (not reaching stopping condition) 

        Candidate=RandomNeighbor(Current) 

         If (Value(Candidate) > Value(Current)) 

            Current=Candidate 

        EndIF 

End 

Return (Current) 

Fig. 1. pseudo code of standard hill-climbing algorithm 

IV. PROPOSED HILL-CLIMBING BASED LOAD BALANCING AND RELIABILITY 

When the users submit tasks to the broker, the broker collect these tasks into a set and queries Cloud 

Information Services (CIS).  After that, CIS produces all features of the available resources like VMs number, 

processing elements (PE) and rating of each PE.  The broker exploits these information in mapping operation 

using proposed hill-climbing algorithm. 

A. Proposed Hill-Climbing Algorithm 

The broker saves each VM’s capability for tasks mapping operation based on proposed hill-climbing 

algorithm. When a virtual machine VMj is created, it sets its capability weight based on Eq. (1). 

𝐶𝑗(0) = 𝑃_𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑗 ∗  𝑃_𝑚𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑗  
          (1) 

Where 𝐶𝑗(0)the capability of VMj is at time 0, P_numj is processors number, P_mipsj is the processor 

capability by using MIPS. VM with a larger capability weight value aims to have a preferable computing power. 

The increment and decrement of this weight is respecting to VM status with mapped tasks. When any task is 

allocated to or it is returned from VMj, the capability weight of VM is updated based on Eq. (2). 

𝐶𝑗(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑗(𝑡) + ∆𝐶𝑗(𝑡)                (2) 

Where, ∆𝐶𝑗(𝑡) is the variety of capability weight of the current VM and can be calculated as: 

 When task is mapped to VMj, its capability weight is decremented i.e.   ∆𝐶𝑗(𝑡) =  −𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑  

Where, Load is the task computation workload. 

 When the task finished and VMj is freed, its capability is incremented i.e.   ∆𝐶𝑗(𝑡) = 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑  

We define the move in the side of increasing value of proposed hill climbing (uphill of selected VMs for 

the next task mapping) by using Eq. (3). 

𝑀𝑠(𝑡) = arg  𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑠∈𝑉𝑀𝑠{(𝐶𝑠(𝑡))
𝑟
}    (3) 

     

    Where, 

 𝑀𝑠(𝑡) is the uphill move that select the suitable VM.  

 𝐶𝑠(𝑡)  is VM current capability weight . 

 𝑠 ∈ Available and suitable VMs for the current task. 

 r used as control parameter for VM’s capability weight relative importance. 

B. The load balancing factor 

The uphill move rule depends on the power performance of the VMs, if there is a VM that has more 

capability power then it will be selected with high desirability that may result in a VM bottleneck.  It is very 

important to balance the load of all running VMs. 

 For handling VM load, the factor of the VMj load (LBs) is appended to uphill move rule during VM 

selection that is computed upon tasks finishing rate. So the uphill move rule will be modified to Eq. (4): 

𝑀𝑠(𝑡) = arg  𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑠∈𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀𝑠
{(𝐶𝑠(𝑡))

𝑟
∗ 𝐿𝐵𝑠

1−𝑟}    (4) 

Where, 
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𝐿𝐵𝑠 =
1

𝐸𝑇𝑠
 , 𝐸𝑇𝑠 represents the possible end time for VMs.  This scenario refers to, the high VM load, 

the low opportunity to be chosen for next task mapping, and the contrarily is true. 

C. The reliability factor 

If task successfully finished or failed and returned from VM, there is no changes in steps of capability 

weight updating which means, ignoring the faults and the reliability of the VM. For handling VM reliability, the 

incoming change takes place. This change is relying on AFTRC model in [11]. 

 When task successfully finished on VMj and VMj become free from this task, its capability weight is 

updated by Eq. (5). 

 𝐶𝑗(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑗(𝑡) + 𝐿 ∗  𝑆𝑅𝐹                (5) 

Where, SRF is the success reliability factor that refers to the increasing reliability of the VM and 

gives a great opportunity to this VM to be chosen for task mapping. 

 When task goes wrong on VMj, VMj capability weight is affected by Eq. (6). 

𝐶𝑗(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑗(𝑡) + 𝐿 ∗  𝐹𝑅𝐹                (6) 

Where, FRF is the failure reliability factor that decrement VM reliability and gives a soft opportunity to 

this VM to be chosen for task mapping.  

The proposed hill-climbing Pseudo code is shown below in Fig. 2. 

 

Calculate the capability weight for each VM by Eq. (1).  

  Do  

         Choose first task form the set of the incoming tasks.  

         Decide suitable VM using uphill move rule by Eq. (3).  

         Remove this task from the set of tasks.  

         Modify the capability weight by Eq. (2). 

         If there are any task was finished correctly  

               Modify capability weight by Eq. (5).  

         End IF 

         If any failure occurs        

               Modify capability weight by Eq. (6).  

            Reinsert the task into the pool  

          End IF 

 Until (allocating all arrived tasks)  

End 

Fig. 2. Pseudo code of proposed hill-climbing algorithm 

V. IMPLEMENTATION & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The scheduling algorithms that are compared in the experiments include, random algorithm in [20], 

FCFS in [10], JSQ in [12], MACO in [7],) SHC in [10], TLS in [14] and the proposed hill-climbing algorithm 

based on load balancing and adaptive VM reliability. CloudSim in [21, 22] is used to simulate these algorithms. 

CloudSim parameters are sketched in Table 1. The parameters r, SRF and FRF affect in proposed hill-climbing 

performance. Table 2 displays parameters value of proposed hill-climbing algorithm that are experimentally 

determined.  

TABLE I.  CloudSim Parameters 

Entity Type Parameters Value 

Task 

 

Length of task 500-100000 

Tasks number  100-1000 

Virtual 

Machine 

VMs number  50 

MIPS 1000-10000 

VM RAMs 512-4096 

VM PEs  1-4 

Datacenter Datacenters 5 

Hosts Number  10 
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TABLE II.   Selected Parameters Of The Proposed Hill-Climbing Algorithm 

Parameter r SRF FRF 

Value . 3 1.15 .75 

 

The faulty tool used to convert the executed task status from success state into faulty state is proposed. 

Makespan without/with fault insertion are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The Makespan without Fault Insertion  

 

 

Fig. 4. The Makespan with Fault Insertion 

 

The standard deviation method is used to measures the degree of imbalance by Eq.  (7). 

𝜎 = √
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑥𝑖 −𝑛

𝑖=1 �̅�)2            𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑀 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡     (7) 

Where σ is standard deviation of VMs load. N is VMS number, xi is VMi finishing time and �̅� represents 

average VMs finishing time. The low value of σ means that the difference of load between VMs is little. Standard 

deviations without/with fault insertion are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. The degree of resource 

utilization are calculated by Eq. (8) as in [10]. 
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𝑅𝑈𝑖 =
∑

𝑇𝐸𝑇𝑖
𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑖

𝑚−1
𝑖=0

𝑚
      (8)                                            

Where, TETi  is total host execution time,  ToTi represents the actual host occupied time, and m stands for 

hosts number. The value of these parameters is obtained from CloudSim. The resource utilization without/with 

fault insertion are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Standard deviation without Fault Insertion 

 

 

Fig. 6. Standard deviation with Fault Insertion 

Experimental state that, the proposed hill-climbing algorithm based on load balancing and adaptive VM 

reliability take less time to execute jobs, can achieve good load balancing and performs good resource utilization.  

The proposed hill climbing algorithm lets the VM which has good computing power, brilliant reliability 

and little load to hold more tasks. It exploits the factor of load balancing that is regarded to the finishing rate of 

VMs and characterizes the VM with the less load. The proposed hill-climbing algorithm also contains the 

reliability factor that leads the selection to convergence towards the VM which has towering reliability.  
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Fig. 7. RU  without Fault Insertion 

  

Fig. 8. RU with Fault Insertion 

 

This is the reason why proposed hill climbing algorithm consumes minimum time to execute tasks in the 

case with fault insertion and in the case without fault insertion. 

SHC algorithm takes into account the load. These is reason that the SHC outperformed the MACO and 

TLS algorithms. At the same time SHC algorithms don’t depend on the reliability of VMs so it is outperformed 

by the proposed algorithm. The MACO and TLS algorithms don’t take into account the load of VMs but it 

depends only on the computing power and pheromone concentration of each VM. It also may map more tasks to 

the worst VMs which have more pheromone. This scenario increases the total execution time and makespan in 

both cases with fault injection and without fault injection compared to the proposed algorithm. JSQ algorithm has 

bad achievement because it considers only queue status. It counts waited tasks on each queue for taking decision. 

It does not care of the load of each task.  The random algorithm has random effect. It only maps tasks to VMs 

randomly without considering any resources or task status. The convoy influence is main trouble of FCFS. This 

influence results in raising makespan and lowering resource utilization. Finally, it can be stated that the proposed 

hill algorithm beats the compared algorithms upon makespan, the degree of imbalance and resources utilization in 

the case without fault insertion and in the case with fault insertion. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, hill-climbing algorithm based load balancing and adaptive virtual machine reliability for 

online cloud task scheduling has been proposed. It determine to specify available resources for the coming tasks 

on according to the impression of the resources such as reliability and load. The proposed hill-climbing algorithm 

is confirmed as an adequate allocator for online task. It prefers the virtual machines that have a good computing 

capability, high reliability and a light load to execute more tasks that keeps the system load more balanced and 

have better performances. Firstly, parameters values for proposed hill-climbing algorithm, is determined 

experimentally. After that the strength points of the proposed algorithm in applications with varying number of 

tasks has been evaluated.  The simulation results state that the proposed hill-climbing algorithm raises the 

resources utilization and improves the performance. 
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